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Turning Impossibilities into Accomplishments
Dr. Chris Longgrear
chrisLonggrear.com
Luke 1:37 For with God nothing shall be impossible.
Mark 9:23 Jesus said to him, If you can believe, all things are possible to him who believes.
Mark 11:22-24 Jesus said to them, Have (the) faith of God. For truly I say to you that whoever shall say to this
mountain, Be moved and be cast into the sea, and shall not doubt in his heart, but shall believe that what he
said shall occur, he shall have whatever he said. Therefore I say to you, All things, whatever you ask, praying,
believe that you shall receive them, and it will be to you.
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2 Cor. 1:20 For all the promises of God in Him are yes, and in Him Amen, to the glory of God by us.
* Something is only impossible until it’s accomplished!

* As a vessel of God, you can imagine ‘impossible’ as ‘I’m possible’!
* When something is accomplished, it no longer dwells in the realm
of impossibility!

* Who convinced you that something is impossible, anyway? Not God!

* With motivation, imagination, inspiration, & dedication, something can go from ‘impossible’ to ‘it’s possible’!
* Many things we now take for granted were once considered as being impossible to accomplish!
* Divine miracles usually consist of impossibilities being manifested in the natural realm!
* Faith is an ingredient of manifesting miracles & involving impossibilities!

* God lives in the realm of impossibilities, we live in that realm also, through the New-Birth!
* God’s power causes the un-do-able to be do-able (able to do) to us!

